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ABSTRACT 

In Artificial intelligence we he advantages and disadvantages. It is an implemented to define and make it  to an 

application to work an individual things to do be done by system and Cyber defense means to make the 

application to work as more advanced in this application we are provided a way  to provide security and do the 

things more advanced things and here in this we implemented three ways for the sharing and searching of the 

data and to identify the fraud users and to implement the things more user friendly in site and make it possible 

to search in an easy format and get the data in a simple manner  in this we used Cyber defense to provide and to 

make a knowledge based thing to implement and do the things to work  in efficient way to the users and to and 

intelligence support is still is a problem to overcome and do in advance form. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Artificial intelligence (AI) it’s a scientific method and also it old electronics system and to make it to an 

ideologically and to implement that in to think as humans think and it here we are using to build the software 

system  and an implementation of application if the mistakes are came we have to do it and for that we are just 

using an AI for the process of an auto check algorithm and to maintain to make that problem to fix by the 

system an automatic option for all that things we are using artificial inelegance. In general we can see in all the 

game systems and like chess when we are playing system will make the next step immediate steps and it will 

implement things for all these we are using the AI for all these we are implementing and to increase the power 

sens of system  should be increase and for all these we are using good implementation algorithm to search and 

to take an immediate action and in general we can see in Google like this as a search system and here we have 

the language compartmentalize what ever we search it will shows that the remaining things and which are the in 

generally we consider AI as a two way process implementing and doing the process for to developing this we 

are using the general science help and it’s implementation  some of the things may not be possible without using 

the help of inelegance  like as playing and moving the things when we playing the games and AI is providing a 

feature like an adviser and an advocate for doing the things  in system in some cases to improve and to 

implement the special things we need the Cyber defense it can rectify and solve the application in a perfect 

manner. Why the role of intelligent software we need in Cyber operations are increased so rapidly? Looking 

very closer at the cyber space, and one can see following given answer. For that artificial intelligence is needed, 

first, for rapid reactions in the Internet systems we can see. One can able to handle the large amount of data 

information fast in order to describe and analyze events that happen in cyber space and to make the required 
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decisions. The speed of the introduces processes and its amount of data has used it cannot be handled by humans 

without considerable the automation. However, it’s difficult to develop software with conventional fixed 

algorithms (hard-possible for the defending against the attacks in cyber defense space, because the new threats 

appear in this constantly. Here there is place for artificial intelligence method. In second section of present paper 

of an artificial intelligence is a field of science and technology oriented. In third section we are have to look at 

the existing things of artificial intelligence application in cyber defenses, these all are grouped by the artificial 

intelligence techniques for to improve the things. In fourth section if we look into the future and suggestions the 

new intelligent applications is A large number of methods are developed in this artificial intelligence field 

application for solving the hard problem that the require intelligence  of the human perspectives and human 

responses. Some of those methods have been reached a stage of maturity level where as we are used the sample 

algorithms it exist that are based on those methods. Is as follows Some methods have even become to widely 

known as that they are not considering belong to artificial intelligence no more, but it have become a part of the 

some applications for the instance and data mining algorithms that we have emerged from the learning of the 

sub-fields of AI. And it would be impossible to  give more or less the complete survey of all are practically 

useful AI methods that are in a brief survey. Instead of that we have grouped it as the methods and it’s 

architectures in several types of categories they are as fallows; neural nets, intelligent agents, machine learning, 

expert systems, search, data mining and constraint solving.if we are in outline these categories here and here we 

are giving references to the usage of  the respective method in cyber defenses. Here we are not going to discuss 

about the natural languages understanding, robotic methods and computer vision which we considered to specify 

the application of AI. Robots and computer vision have definitely impressive the military application but we 

may not found anything that was specified in CD there.  

AI  is a concept which is most probable to communicate with the computer science and all of its futures and it 

will think like a humans how we work just we are giving a program to work the system that also has to make a 

response to us by the insensate time and based on our response whenever we are doing any things in our 

application implementation and all that of the process has be work by its own and we have to implement that to  

be act and work with us in an equal form and to maintain all the things has to be perfect by the side and to make 

it as a Challenger to us when we are working in our systems like chess and any other games when we play in 

two way forms that it gives the perfect support to us and by using the Cyber defense we are making it to an 

advance mode and to perform it as a very sensitive and more efficiently to think and work and to make it an 

advocate of the process to an option process 

 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

 

In this paper we are introduced a new way of concept and to make the previous system to work an efficient and 

work more user friendly for that we are used Cyber Defense (CD) through this concept we are making it’s an 

advance and making to work in an efficiency manner for that we are implemented many ways here in this paper 

that is as fallowsHere in this paper we are proposed a way of providing security to the users and making to user 

feel safe manner and here in this when user lo-gin this application. He has to create one password it’s in an 

existing system and in that pace we are proposed a new way to technique for the password and system will 

generate one password and that also system will show half password only to user for lo-gin and the remaining 

password should be store in server and that server can’t show the remaining password and after that whenever 

user want to lo-gin he has to enter that half password and server will check and match it if it both will match it 
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will accept to user log-in and after lo-gin there is no chance for user t change his password any more only one 

time password that was created by the system when the time of user register here there is no chance for user to 

put his own password and know one also guess that password by this we are providing the security to the users 

and here we are stopping the users credentials just here we are allowing the users to do just register and to take 

system given password only through this we are providing security to the user and making the things to be work 

more advisable and after that user lo-gin he has upload and save his files  save on server for that we are 

providing a simple manner and making to that has to be a pubic and other people who we know that things also 

we can simply download. So for that here we are using a public providing things. And after that user lo-gin for 

all the uploaded applications we are providing a search engine here we are providing an intelligence scientific 

technology for making it t be possible in all the times like as Google search when we search for one  thing  here 

autocratically the intelligence will occur and shows that the file names which is related with that of the files and 

all that will come in a form of page after clicking that option it will open a new page. 

For this concept we are using the like command operator in this system and here we are taking a keywords for 

the process whenever user upload his profile files we  are taking some of the keywords in that for to search that 

file whenever he want not by going the directory of the files uploaded by the user and not only that here we can 

see all the files which was related to this file name all that files will come not only the user who was lo-gin and 

all the users was in that site will come to the search page and to make it for the user comparable  and just simply 

he can view that things which was designed and which was uploaded by the other user and making that as 

possible and to place the intelligence for the user friendly to get simply the file and reduce it search time by that 

of the process we are using here AI scientific concepts AI means to make user friendly and make possible things 

by the system making it as to think like a human and to help the users who are searching and doing anything 

whatever need by the user we are providing that before an user action was completed that is the main advantage 

of AI by implementing the Cyber Defense we making this application methods and in previous system whatever 

we implemented it is more problem to us to get success and the required intelligence of humans perspective it is 

not supporting for that we are used many matured levels of the process and a level of precise algorithms even 

though it became no use of it and still the problem was there and even in some of the cases we may not able to 

get the fields of things which is related to AI And which is not related to AI that is a big problem 

For that we are used parallel algorithm even though we are getting a problem for to overcome the  process of 

things and making it’s an a implementation process and in that as we implemented the fuzzy key word logic and 

all the things even though some of the times it’s making difficulty to get and to solve the problems. In general if 

we are searching a large amount of data files it be a most difficulty to load and to operate the things in to work 

not only the logical and basic search  tectonic and to perform all the old process and to check the valid things to 

be work for these reason we are proposed a way of Cyber defense so by using this concept we can get the things 

to be possible and to work  in normal manner  

This is we are planned for the future planning and developed it in a manner of overcome the existing system and 

to reach the immediate goals of the system so we are using many number of AI methods  we are using here to 

get an immediateness response in CD and to solve the problems that has to solve all the process of an existing 

system and  so that till now we discussed that concepts of implementing an AI application and it advantages and 

of it’s problems.so for these problems we are overcame using the Cyber defense and after that solving the search 

process and providing the immediate response of the user we are providing an option that is to find the fraud 

users in the online for that we are using a simplified algorithm and t detect that how many times user done 
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mistakes and miss matched things like this we can see in Facebook and other social networks also if it was 

fended any thing like if the user is not a valid one or he his un authenticated person immoderately it will find 

and block that user for a pertinacity time like this we are implemented in this application and providing security 

to the users who ever register and using this application and for that each one we are providing three chances if 

he was used miss usage of that we are blocking the user. 

When user want to download his files he need to enter the password which was generated by the system in the 

time of of user uploading in t the server if he had not entered the valid key fr that file it wont take that to 

download and as well as that all the miss usages of user was counted by the system  so it keep store in it and it 

will allow the user to take that up t third option if three chances s over then that movement he is not able to 

download and he is not able to log-in no more also he can able to get recovery of that tings so by using these 

things we are. 

  

III. RESULTS 

 

In this paper we are implemented a way of providing security and user benefit options and as well as the system 

has to  work on its own thinking ideas and based on the performance and the response of the user it will works 

for that we are used cyber defense to overcome all the defects of AI problems and make it t work as an advanced 

one so for that we are used cyber defense here and by this we done and solved the problems in general we are 

facing when we working on sometimes  so here for that we are used intransigence for the user friendliness and 

worked nice for that we are implemented fuzzy key word search for the search tectonic and as well as after that 

to upload and download his files and documents we are provided a security for the user data when user want to s 

tore and save his data at the time of uploading we are generating a key for the use data and after that also we are 

used one more advanced defense tectonic for the user protection  that is to identify the fraud detection and 

identifying the  user is an authenticated or not. For that of the reason we are giving three chances to the user 

with in that three chances he  used miss mach of his data enter he should be block on certain time though this 

also we can simply identify that the user who is using that person is valid user or not we can save the user data 

and as well as in this we are proposed a new way for the user password protection and new method for the user 

details that is when user register into the site in normal he has to select but here we are stopped that way and we 

implemented a system generated password for the user when he register and even in that also we are 

implemented a way of  sharing technique that is half password will store in system and half password will 

shown to user and then after when user want to log-in he should enter that  half password and in this application 

there is no farther password changing option. Like this we are implemented and implemented the security to the 

user and implemented the AI in cyber defense and we make it perfect to work as a good without making 

problems and done this well to work and to help to user and provide security as well as thin like human and give 

response imminently to the user base on the situations. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Here in this application we are implemented a way of human thinking like an application and provide security to 

the user data in the network area. make it t work as an advanced one so for that we are used cyber defense here 

and by this we done and solved the problems in general we are facing when we working on sometimes  so here 

for that we are used intransigence for the user friendliness and worked nice for that we are implemented fuzzy 

key word search for the search tectonic and as well as after that to upload and download his files and documents 
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we are provided a security for the user data when user want to s tore and save his data at the time of uploading 

we are generating a key for the use data and after that also we are used one more advanced defense tectonic for 

the user protection  that is to identify the fraud detection and identifying the  user is an authenticated or not. For 

that of the reason we are giving three chances to the user with in that three chances he  used miss mach of his 

data enter he should be block on certain time though this also we can simply identify that the user who is using 

that person is valid user or not we can save the user data and as well as in this we are proposed a new way for 

the user password protection from the online attackers. 
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